About the Vineyard

Our parents started making wine in a
tractor shed in 1994 – one barrel of
Cabernet being made in a metal barn that
was probably 115 degrees in the summer.
(Perfect conditions for making fine wine
of course!) There is some qualitative
debate as to how that first barrel turned
out, but Mom and Dad were hooked on
making wine after that.
Dad wanted to make wine from right
outside his doorstep, and it just so
happened that doorstep led to some of
the finest dirt for making great wine: the
heart of Napa Valley. When Dad started
making this wine he joked that he “didn’t
want to make some Bordeaux knock-off.”
What he wanted to make was a really
good, easy-drinking Cabernet that he and
Mom could share with their friends and
family. Their first bottling was called
“Tractor Shed Red” and had a hand
drawn tractor on the label. They always
shared the wine with a smile and a simple
note to enjoy it sooner rather than later.
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2021 Kith & Kin Chardonnay

$11/Glass
$33/Bottle

The 2021 Kith and Kin Chardonnay offers fresh aromas of ripe pear with a floral touch of
orange blossom. Stone fruit and Golden apple flavors are balanced with bright notes of lemon
zest and a hint of minerality. This medium-bodied Chardonnay has a soft mid-palate with
balanced acidity that leads to a nice, long finish.
The 2021 vintage was marked by a second season of drought. The temperatures remained
relatively mild, however the dry conditions resulted in smaller, more concentrated grapes with
lighter yields and an early harvest window. These lower yields sped up the grapes’ sugar
accumulation resulting in vibrant, crisp white wines. We were able to source fruit from a
neighboring vineyard with blocks over 30 years old and planted in the classic “California
sprawl” style which promotes filtered light exposure and vivid aromas. The vineyard’s diverse
clonal selection includes heritage Wente and Dijon clones 76, 95 and 96 all planted on loose
alluvial loam from the Mayacamas drainage.

2019 Kith & Kin Cabernet Sauvignon

$62/Bottle

Beautifully complex and rich aromatics of bright cassis and ripe red fruit jump out of the glass upon first
encounter. This wine opens with bright raspberry, softening through the mid-palate with notes of toffee,
cocoa, and crème brulee. The soft and smooth mouth feel paired with fine-grained tannins effortlessly
round out this young and serious, yet remarkably approachable Cabernet.
The 2019 rainy season was punctuated by a fairly large rain event in May which allowed vines to grow and
develop with low to no irrigation. The growing season was long and, towards the end, very mild. We were
allowed to pick when the fruit was ready without having our hands forced by extreme heat or rain. We are
extremely pleased with the quality and character of the resulting 2019 wines with red varieties
demonstrating richly saturated red fruit notes such as ripe raspberry and dark cherry with soft supple
tannins.

2021 Round Pond Estate Sauvignon Blanc

$16/Glass
$50/Bottle

This wine is focused on purity of fruit; it is a flip book of the varietal as it ripens on our Rutherford
estate. We capture different snapshots of the grape’s character by making multiple picking passes
during harvest. This provides the wine with complex layers of fruit starting with zesty citrus,
moving to stone fruits, progressing to melons, and finishing with a hint of exotic tropical fruits.
Each of these aromatic profiles represents the different ripeness levels at which the clusters were
picked.
This bright Sauvignon Blanc leaps out of the glass with aromas of honeysuckle, white peach, and
Meyer lemon. Tropical notes of lychee and guava meld into notes of key lime and a touch of
grapefruit with a vibrant acidity on the palate balanced by a rich mid-palate weight. This zippy
wine finishes long and clean with a beautiful roundness at the end.

